Abstract-A computational model of the neural circuitry of the gerbil dorsal cochlear nucleus (DCN), based on the MacGregor's neuromime model, was used to simulate type III unit (P-cell) responses to notch noise stimuli. The DCN patch model is based on a previous computational model of the cat DCN [Hancock, K. E., and H. F. Voigt. Ann. Biomed. Eng. 27:73-87, 1999]. According to the experimental study of Parsons et al. [Ann. Biomed. Eng. 29:887-896, 2001], the responses of gerbil DCN type III units to notch noise stimuli are similar to those of cat DCN type IV units, which are thought to be spectral notch detectors. This suggests that type III units in the gerbil DCN may serve as spectral notch detectors. In this modeling study, a simplified notch noise response plot-spike discharge rate vs. notch cutoff frequency plot-was used to compare model responses to the experimental results. Parameter estimation and sensitivity analysis of three connection parameters within the DCN patch have been studied and shows the model is robust, providing reasonable fits to the experimental data from 14 of 15 type III units examined [work supported by a grant from NIDCD, Boston University's Biomedical Engineering department and Hearing Research Center].
INTRODUCTION
The cochlear nucleus (CN) is the sole target of auditory nerve fibers and is the first brainstem nucleus in the ascending auditory pathway. The dorsal part of the cochlear nucleus (DCN) is one of its three sub-nuclei and has initial integration functions. The DCN's role in audition appears, in part, to be involved in sound localization in the median plane equidistant from the two ears where the traditional sound source location cues, interaural time and level differences, are absent. For broadband signals, the pinna attenuates energy in a narrow band whose center frequency can be correlated with sound source elevation.
The pinnae-induced attenuation is called a spectral notch. These notches are seen in the head-related transfer functions (HRTFs), which are the Fourier transforms of the impulse responses from free space sound sources to the tympanic membrane. These spectral features are found in human, cat and gerbil HRTFs. 12, 13 Principal cells of the DCN, type III units in the gerbil 15 and type IV units in the cat, 22 exhibit sharp sensitivity to notch noise signals. 14, 18 This suggests that the DCN is a spectral notch detector across different species.
The previous study of Hancock and Voigt 6 used a computational model of the DCN to model the responses of three type IV units to notch noises and presented close fits to the physiological data recorded by Spirou and Young. 18 The gerbil DCN has fewer type IV units than the cat DCN (11% type IV units in gerbil vs. 31% in cat) 2, 17 and is comprised primarily of type III units (62%). 2 As the principal units in gerbil DCN, type III units undoubtedly play an important role in gerbil sound localization. In this study, we used the same computational model to fit the physiological data obtained from the gerbil DCN by Parsons et al. 15 Despite the fact that type III units have quite different responses to tones than type IV units, this study shows that by modifying the connectivities within the neuron groups we can simulate both type III and type IV units as notch detectors. Also in this work we have good fits for 14 out of 15 type III units in gerbil; this is substantially more modeling data than previously presented and points to the robustness of the DCN model.
RESPONSE MAP SCHEME AND RATE VS. CUTOFF FREQUENCY PLOTS
A response map (RM) is a plot of excitatory and inhibitory responses to tonal stimuli shown in a stimulus frequency vs. sound pressure level plane. It is a popular method to categorize the neurons in the CN of unanethetized, decerebrate animals. 4, 17, 22, 23 Type III units are characterized by their RMs (Fig. 1A) , which show a center V-shape excitation region flanked by side-band inhibition. The tip of the excitation region points to the unit's best frequency (BF), the frequency to which the unit was most sensitive. In Fig. 1A , there are seven discharge-rate vs. frequency curves shown for seven sound pressure levels presented. RMs of type IV units typically show an excitatory region over BF and an inhibitory area above that ranging over a broad frequency range; sometimes a narrow excitatory area appears off BF (see Fig. 1 of Ref. 6 ). Responses to broadband noise, in addition to tones, are used to classify units in the DCN. We also used the same notch noise (NN) stimuli in the model simulations as in the physiological experiments. 15 These have band reject notches of 30 dB centered at the BF with varying widths. In Fig. 1B , discharge-rate vs. level curves are plotted for broadband noise and four NN stimuli with widths of 1, 2, 4, and 8 kHz. These responses were taken from a series of responses to BF-centered NN stimuli whose widths systematically varied from 0.5 to 8.5 kHz with a 0.5 kHz step. For Unit L021199 1.01 in Fig. 1 there were 16 NN stimuli applied with widths from 0.5 to 8.0 kHz. Only four NN responses are plotted for clarity.
To summarize the information in these rate-level curves, Spirou and Young 18 further characterized NN responses with rate vs. cutoff frequency plots (Fig. 1C) , where the firing rates to each NN were averaged over a range of sound levels from 46 to 54 dB SPL, where the inhibition reached the maximum, as indicated with black bar on the abscissa in Fig. 1B . The cutoff frequencies included both the notch noise's lowpass and the highpass cutoff frequencies, thus the average rate of each notch noise response is plotted twice. In such plots, 11 of 15 units in Parsons et al.'s experimental data showed a specific "Mexican Hat" shape, indicating that when increasing the notch width, the average response rate dropped sharply from excitatory to inhibitory and then showed some degree of recovery. The unit in the figure was excited by the broad-band noise and NN with narrow-notch width (0.5 kHz, not shown in Fig. 1B but shown in Fig. 1C ), but was inhibited by NN with wider widths (from 1.0 to 6.0 kHz, also shown in Fig. 1C ). Also it showed some degree of recovery to a less inhibitory stage when NN with an even wider notch was applied (from 6.5 to 8.0 kHz, shown in Fig. 1C ). This recovery was seen in 11 of 15 units in the paper of Parsons et al. 15 Similar responses to NN have been found in type IV units in cat by Spirou and Young. 2 This demonstrated the sensitivity of type III units in gerbils to the NNs. Thus, type III units in gerbils are capable of detecting spectral notches as do type IV units in cats.
CONCEPTUAL MODEL OF DCN CIRCUITRY
To illustrate the functional role of type III units in the gerbil DCN, the conceptual model from Davis et al. 2 was chosen (see Fig. 2 ). The gerbil DCN conceptual model is more complex than the cat model since the principal cells in gerbils can be either type III units or type IV units, including subtypes of type IV units: type IV-i and type IV-T units. In addition, besides type II units and the wide band inhibitor (WBI) units, type III-i units were included in the circuitry to provide necessary inhibitory input to type IV-i units. In this paper, however, we only discuss the properties and responses of type III units, thus only type II units and WBI units are taken as inhibitors.
Auditory nerve (AN) fibers provide excitatory inputs to type II units, type III units and WBI units. However, DCN units show spontaneous activity even after destruction of the cochlea. 9 Thus non-specific afferents (NSA) were added to the principal cells in our computational model to provide noncochlear inputs to the DCN (Fig. 3) . In order not to confuse physiologically defined unit types and model unit types, we use different names to distinguish them (see Table 1 ).
Fusiform cells in gerbil DCN are mostly type III units in intracellular recording and marking experiments by Hancock and Voigt 7 whereas type II units arise from vertical cells in the DCN 21 and WBI units are thought to project from the posteroventral CN. 20 In addition, WBI units send inhibitory connections to both type IV units (principal units in cat) and type II units in cat DCN. We are assuming that these connections to the gerbil principal units remain intact. 
METHODS

Organization of the DCN Model
The gerbil model is based on a previous computational model of the cat DCN 6 (see Fig. 3 ). The model contains five cell groups that are arranged into 800 isofrequency slices centered at 5 kHz with two octaves below and above in intervals of 0.005 octaves. The relationship among the model cells can be discussed in terms of the connection parameters as shown in Fig. 4 . For a given population of model cells (e.g., P-cells), the target cell "B" will receive N inputs from the "A" source cells, which are chosen from a band of "A" source cells with bandwidth BW, offset from the BF of B by C. The 
Neuron Model
The neuron model ( Fig. 5 ) is based on the MacGregor neuromime model, 10 which is a parallel circuit model containing the membrane capacitance, leakage conductance, a potassium channel branch and the excitatory/inhibitory connection branches. Each excitatory or inhibitory input will add a branch, with the variable conductance controlled by the parameters, step σ and time constant τ .
Event time is recorded when the membrane potential exceeds its threshold, θ , and the potassium conductance is activated to induce the cell's refractory period. Thus, the computation is reduced by leaving out the details of action potential generation. The following equations describe the neuronmime model:
where
and G in represent respectively the conductances of neuron membrane, potassium channel, excitatory synaptic inputs and inhibitory synaptic inputs. The latter three are normalized by G to simplify the equations. V m is the membrane potential. E k , E ex , and E in represent the reversal potentials. τ m and τ k are the membrane time constant and the refractory time constant. Equation (1) states the current fluxes across the neuronal membrane. Equation (2) states the change of the potassium conductance, where b k represents the sensitivity to potassium conductance. S is the spiking variable with two alternative values: 1 indicates a cell is firing. For target cell B, the variable conductance that represents synapses from source cells A is described by
where S A are the input spikes.
Parameter Values
In the model, we used four intrinsic (τ m , θ , b k , and τ k ) and five connection parameters (C A→B , BW A→B , N A→B , σ A→B , and τ A→B ). The intrinsic parameter set describes the membrane properties of the cell, which determines the steady firing rate and the threshold sound pressure level of the single cell. The connection parameter set describes (Table 2 ), as they have little or no effect on the spectral response characteristics.
MacGregor
11 pointed out that the steady state effect of one population on its target is proportional only to the product N A→B σ A→B τ A→B , which enabled us to set only one parameter from these three to be a free parameter; here we chose σ A→B , the strength from cell A to B. Thus, only three connection parameters, σ A→B , BW A→B , and C A→B were taken into account in the simulations. The values of the parameters are listed in Table 3 .
As in Table 3 , three parameters were set to be main parameters that vary: BW AN→W , σ AN→P , and σ W→P . Center offset C I2→P and C W→P were set to two possible values 0/ − 0.2 octaves and 0/0.2 octaves respectively according to the physiological data in cross-correlation studies. σ I2→P was set to 0.1 to obtain type III RM properties. Non-specific afferent firing rate was set to 80, 90, or 120 spikes/s according to the various spontaneous rates of type III units.
Auditory Nerve Model
AN-fibers were based on the model described by Carney.
1 The input to the AN-fiber is a sound pressure signal and the output is a spike train. Each fiber consists of a gammatone filter that provides the frequency selectivity, a nonlinear process that generates an inner hair cell potential and a compartmental model of neurotransmitter release. This in turn creates an instantaneous firing probability. AN-fiber thresholds and spontaneous activity rates were randomly assigned from physiological distributions of these parameters. 5 In order to save time, all stimuli were processed by the auditory nerve filter bank once and the spike time responses were saved for use in subsequent simulations of the DCN circuitry.
Simulation Protocol and Data Analysis
All simulations were carried out on an IBM pSeries 655, which is a 48-processor system composed of six nodes. Each p655 node consists of eight Power4 processors running at 1.1 GHz and sharing 16 GB of memory. There are three levels of cache on this machine. Each processor has a 32 KB L1 cache and then each pair of processors share a 1.41 MB L2 cache, and each p655 node shares a 128 MB L3 cache.
To create RMs, the model was stimulated by 50-ms tone bursts presented every 250 ms with a 32-ms delay while sound pressure levels varied from 0 to 60 dB SPL in 2 dB SPL steps and the frequency varied in 0.1 octave steps within a three octave band above and below 5 kHz. Thus, there are 31 frequency slices in one RM simulation. The spikes of the last 40 ms of each trial were used to compute the spontaneous rate and the spikes of the last 40 ms of each tone burst were used to compute the driven rate. In this paper, RMs composed of rate vs. frequency curves for seven levels were plotted (0-60 dB SPL in 10 dB SPL steps). This is because the physiological data were taken only to 60 dB SPL due to increasing recording artifacts above these levels. At each level, the horizontal line represents the unit's spontaneous discharge rate; excitation and inhibition are shown as rates above and below this line, respectively. The excitatory region was filled black and the inhibitory region left blank.
We used the same notch noises and broadband noise stimuli to obtain rate-level data as in Hancock and Voigt. 6 In the simulation the sound level was varied from 0 to 90 dB SPL in 2 dB SPL steps and the noise bursts were presented for 200 ms in 1000-ms trials.
To obtain rate vs. notch cutoff frequency plots, the firing rates from 46 to 54 dB SPL were averaged to capture the most inhibitory area, consistent with Hancock and Voigt. 6 These plots are sometimes referred to as "Mexican Hats."
RESULTS
Fit of the Model to Physiological Data and Parameter Sensitivity Analysis
Discharge rate versus cutoff frequency plots were used to evaluate the effectiveness of our DCN model quantitatively when fit to the physiological data obtained by Parsons et al. 15 The physiological discharge rate versus cutoff frequency plots were translated along the frequency axis to align the BF of the unit to that of the model at 5 kHz without shape change in logarithmic frequency plots. This operation was done mathematically by scaling the cutoff frequencies by CF/BF, where CF is the center frequency of model and BF is the best frequency of physiological data. This operation also made the after-translation physiological data look like that obtained by notch noise stimuli centered at 5 kHz while notch widths scaled by the factor CF/BF. Then linear interpolation was used to obtain "new" physiological data corresponding to model data cutoff frequencies and this made comparison of fits among different units possible. Here we used an objective function, , to demonstrate quantitatively the fit of one unit, or for comparisons across the units as done by Hancock and Voigt 6 :
where y d and y m are the mean firing rates in the physiological data and model results respectively, and N is the total number of cutoff frequencies used in the comparison. The value of the objective function is scaled by 500 to make it more readable, consistent with Hancock and Voigt. 6 The three parameters BW AN→W , σ AN→P , and σ W→P , were systematically varied to get the "best fit" (minimum , min ) and also to show contours of equal goodness or quality of fit. Center offsets C I2→P and C W→P , were set to 0 or − 0.2 octaves and 0 or 0.2 octaves respectively, and the fitting results were only slightly different with similar min when best fits were obtained. Non-specific afferent (NSA) firing rate was set to 80, 90, or 120 spikes/s to adjust to the various spontaneous rates of type III units and this improved the fits, especially for some low-spontaneous rate units. An alternative way to adjust spontaneous rate was to vary the connection strength of NSA to P-cells as in Hancock and Voigt. 6 These two methods show no difference from each other since P-cells are the only targets of the NSA and the different firing rates of NSA or the strength of the connection between NSA and P-cells will only affect the total NSA excitatory inputs to P-cells. Table 4 shows the results for all 15 units. Of the 15 units from Parsons et al., 15 eight units had best fits within closed ellipses. Another six units also gave good fits, although the BW AN→W parameter in these cases was actually at its limit (four reaching the upper limit and one reaching the lower limit of the parameter range, one reaching the upper limit of σ W→P ). These 14 units had values of min < 9.8, which shows that the model is robust. The final unit was difficult to fit because the rate vs. notch noise cutoff frequency plot showed additional features (see Parsons et al., Fig. 4C ).
15
Comparisons Between Physiological Data and Model Data: Response Maps and Notch Noise Rate-Level Curves
Since the rate vs. notch noise cutoff frequency curves are the functions that were modeled, to what extent do the model RMs and notch noise rate-level curves resemble their physiological counterparts? Figures 9-11A and B show the physiological RMs together with the model RMs for the units of Figures 6-8 . The model RMs were simulated using the model parameters set found when = min . For two sets of RMs we found that the model RMs show insufficient excitatory regions across the frequency axis when highlevel tone bursts are given. This occurs in another five units where the physiological data show wide excitatory regions and indicates that our model parameters may need adjustment to get better tone responses for these units. All three model RMs, however, show nice center excitatory regions and sideband inhibitory regions, which is characteristic of type III units. Figures 9-11C and D show the rate-level curves corresponding to the BBN and NN stimuli. For Unit L041499 13.01 and Unit L110199 2.01 (Figures 9 and 10) , the maximum notch widths could not reach 8.0 kHz since the units had low BFs (1.2 and 2.6 kHz). Unit L122299 4.01 has a higher BF at 11.0 kHz and the notch width was varied from 0.5 to 8.5 kHz as in Parsons et al. 15 In general, the responses to BBN are greatest in both model and physiological data, but there are great differences in shape, maximum rate, saturation rates and thresholds. The model's curves for the NN stimuli are qualitatively similar to the physiology, but again several differences are observed. The model seems to be providing more inhibition than that found in the physiology. 18 showed that type IV units in the cat DCN (projection neurons) are notch detectors. Hancock and Voigt 6 used a computational model of cat DCN circuitry, whose P-cells had type IV response properties to show that these also have notch noise sensitivity and that the variability seen in the units' responses to notch noise are accounted for by parameter variations rather than different circuit arrangements. The gerbil DCN shows far fewer type IV units than the cat and the projection neurons in gerbil DCN are predominately type III units. Parsons et al. 15 showed that gerbil type III units are sensitive to notch noises in much the same way as cat DCN type IV units. Thus, it appears that DCN projection neurons from both species are doing the same analysis on notch noise and thus may play similar roles in sound source detection in the median plane. This study demonstrates that the same computational model used to model the notch noise behavior in cat type IV units can be used to model type III unit notch noise sensitivity in gerbil DCN. The fact that we can use the same neural circuit to model the DCN in both species suggests that perhaps this aspect of the DCN neural circuit is invariant across species.
DISCUSSION
Spirou and Young
The Parsons et al. 15 data set of 15 type III units provided a rich database to test our model. In all, the model provided reasonable fits to 14 type III units. Prior to this, notch noise responses from only three type IV units from cat were available for modeling. 6, 18 The objective function used here is the same one used in Hancock and Voigt 6 ; this allowed direct comparisons to that study. In this study, the RMs of the model P-cells with the best-fit parameters were compared to the physiological units' RMs. The model RMs had excitatory center regions with inhibitory surrounds. These are similar to the physiological RMs and correspond to type III units. The model rate-level curves to broadband noise were similar to the physiological data, but the ratelevel curves to notch noise showed many differences. Of course, these data are not part of the objective function used and so we would expect differences. It is possible to modify the objective function to include the rate-level curves, the RMs, or both, and this may be done in the future.
Our model also shows reduced sensitivity to BW AN→W in half of the units. Four units reached the upper limit of BW AN→W = 3.25 octave and two units reached the lower limit of BW AN→W = 1.00 octave, which indicates that better fits might be obtained by extending the range of BW AN→W . This is not possible in the present version of the model, which is limited to a four octave frequency range.
Non-specific afferent (NSA) firing rate affected the min in a significant way for some units. This was not true, however, for most of the units, where NSA firing rates of 80, 90, and 120 spikes/s produced similar min . The best-fit parameter values and sensitivity plots, however, would change significantly when different rates applied. In general, the parameters of the best fits showed no specific relations to unit BF or spontaneous rates. The DCN computational models for cat and gerbil are identical in form and differ only in connectivity. The model is still incomplete, however, in that it lacks model cartwheel cells, granule cells and other cell types known to exist. The CN also receives input from somatosensory neurons that subserve tactile and kinesthetic sensations from the trigeminal ganglion 16 the interpolar and caudal spinal trigeminal ganglion, 8, 25 cuneate nucleus 19 as well as from other locations. These indicate that in addition to auditory function, the CN is involved in sensory integration at a very early stage in the brain. These are not currently in the model, but provide rich directions to explore in the future.
